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Heytex hands over donation to 
Bramscher Tafel 

 
Bramsche, September 2023 

Solidarity in Bramsche were once again evident when Heytex 
Bramsche GmbH, a commited company in the region, presented a 
dona�on of 1500 euros to the Bramscher Tafel last week. This event 
follows on from the willingness to donate that had already taken 
place a�er the last Expo in 2019, when the company made a 
dona�on to the Löwenherz children's hospice. 

During the EXPO, which this year took place on September 10 in the 
Engter industrial park, visitors had the opportunity to discover the 
diversity of the local company and do good at the same �me. One 
of the main atrac�ons in return for a dona�on was the 65m high 
crane gondola, which provided thrills and excitement, and ice 
cream was also a welcome refreshment on this hot summer day.  

The willingness to donate was impressive, so that the sum of 1500 
euros, which was increased by the Heytex works council, could be 
handed over to the Bramscher Tafel last week at a mee�ng and with 
a symbolic check. 

This ac�on was organized by the Expo project team and the 
company's works council. The Chairman of the Works Council, 
Mario Walhorn, emphasized the importance of community 
solidarity and stated: "We are pleased to be able to make a 
contribu�on to support the Bramscher Tafel. We are deeply grateful 
for the generosity of the donors and are delighted that such a round 
sum has been raised. This dona�on shows how strong our 
community is and how important it is to support each other." 

The Bramscher Tafel, represented by Berthold Schlüter, expressed 
their gra�tude for this generous dona�on and emphasized how 
important such support is to their ongoing efforts. 
 

About the Heytex Group: Since 1913, the Heytex Group has been one of the 
world's leading manufacturers in the development of high-quality and 
functionalized technical textiles and produces them with more than 550 
employees at five production sites on three continents in Bramsche & Ebersbach-
Neugersdorf (Germany), Nijverdal (Netherlands), Zhangjiagang (People's Republic 
of China) and in Pulaski (USA). No matter whether laminated or coated textiles, 
truck tarpaulins, large-format digital printing of advertising banners or top 
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technological products such as biogas membranes: Outstanding technical know-
how, first-class customer service, the consistent use of state-of-the-art production 
facilities, uncompromising quality standards for every single product and the 
worldwide availability of our products are the unifying element of all companies 
in the Heytex Group. 

 

From left to right: Berthold Schlüter, Tafel Bramsche, Cornelia 
Strubbe und Mario Walhorn, Heytex Bramsche 
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